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Abstract. Sensitivity coefficients of nuclear reactors with respect to cross section changes are very useful for the 
evaluation of neutronic characteristics with respect to nuclear data change, cross section adjustment, and 
uncertainty analysis. In the analysis of fast reactors, cell calculations are usually carried out using fine energy 
groups to accurately take into account the cross section behaviour in the fast and resonance energy ranges. 
Sensitivity coefficients should thus be calculated using fine groups, although in practice core calculations are 
done with broad energy groups. Also, in fast reactors the transport effect is large because of the long neutron 
mean free path and because leakage is larger than in thermal reactors. However, sensitivity coefficients are 
usually calculated based on diffusion theory. This paper present two topics. The first is a “sensitivity 
reconstruction”, an attempt to estimate fine group sensitivities from broad group calculations. A “flux 
reconstruction” method is proposed, and the results from some sample calculations are presented. The second 
topic is the transport effect on the sensitivity coefficients. Sensitivity coefficients are calculated using transport 
and diffusion theory. It is shown that for reactors of the size of Monju (714 MWth) the results from transport and 
diffusion calculations are in reasonable agreement. 
1. Introduction 
Sensitivity coefficients are used in many different applications in nuclear reactors, for instance to 
calculate uncertainties, or the representativity between an experiment and a reactor design [1]. 
Sensitivity coefficients are commonly calculated using perturbation theory because of the large 
amount of data involved in nuclear reactor calculations. In the perturbation expressions commonly the 
forward and adjoint (generalized) fluxes appear. This means that sensitivity coefficients are calculated 
using the same energy group structure as the calculations used to obtain the fluxes. Furthermore, the 
accuracy of the perturbation components depends on the accuracy with which the fluxes can be 
determined. Thus, if diffusion calculations are used for a full core calculation, the sensitivity 
coefficients based on these solutions will suffer from numerical inaccuracy as compared to transport 
theory calculations.  
It is interesting to obtain sensitivity coefficients in for the entire core in the fine group structure used in 
cell calculations to make a more accurate assessment of core characteristics. However, core 
calculations with fine groups are time consuming and need to be repeated for many possible core 
configurations (fuel shuffling, control rod insertion, etc). In the present work, an approximation is 
proposed to calculate fine group sensitivities, based on a flux reconstruction using a simple model of 
the reactor. Furthermore, we have investigated the accuracy of sensitivity coefficients calculated with 
diffusion theory for various sizes of the reactor. Section 2 contains the theoretical details, and in 
section 3 the results from sample calculations are given. Section 4 presents our conclusions.    
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2. Theory 
In the present situation, it is assumed that reactor calculations are done in the following formalism: 
(1) Cell calculations are done for a number of representative cells in the core, using fine energy 
groups. In this step, the cross sections are determined using some cell calculation formalism, for 
instance with Bondarenko factors or a sub-group calculation. 
(2) A spatial homogenization of the cells is performed using the flux solution from each cell 
calculation. 
(3) A calculation with fine groups is done using an RZ-model of the core. The resulting fluxes are 
denoted . An adjoint calculation can also be performed, giving . The RZ-model is used 
to calculate a small number of “representative” configurations of the reactor. 
(4) The group cross sections are collapsed to the broad group structure, using the relation 
 
            (1) 
 where the broad group fluxes are denoted as: 
             (2) 
 A corresponding group condensation for adjoint fluxes does not exist (see for instance the 
 discussion in [2]). Thus, the adjoint fluxes have to be calculated in fine and broad groups in 
 the RZ-model. 
(5) A calculation in broad groups is done on a detailed 3-D model of the reactor core. The resulting 
fluxes are denoted as . For an adjoint calculation, the resulting fluxes are denoted as . 
The 3-D model is used for many, detailed calculations. 
 
A sensitivity coefficient is defined as: 
             (3) 
In general, the term  is calculated using some perturbation formula, which depends on the cross 
section perturbation . The normalization with  is done afterward. To calculate the sensitivity 
of the reactor eigenvalue using broad groups, the perturbation  is calculated using the 
formula: 
          (4) 
Where  and  indicate the perturbations of the neutron loss and production operators due to 
, and  indicates that the normalization factor is calculated using broad group data and 
fluxes. The derivation of this formula can for instance be found in [2]. If fine group data would be 
available, one could calculate 
          (5) 
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Where  indicates that the normalization factor is calculated based on fine group data and 
fluxes. For the detailed spatial model, broad group cross sections are used, but the corresponding fine 
group cross sections are known (equation (1)), and thus the perturbed Boltzmann-operator, as well as 
the normalization factor, which appear in equation (5) can be calculated. One needs to “reconstruct” 
the fine group fluxes : 
            (6) 
where the notation  indicates that to reconstruct the fine group 3D-flux in a given volume Vi of the 
computational mesh the fluxes from a corresponding volume in the RZ-model should be used (if there 
is no one-to-one correspondence between the RZ-model and the 3D model, the RZ-fluxes can be 
adequately averaged over space). In a similar manner, one can reconstruct the adjoint fluxes: 
            (7) 
After the flux reconstruction, one has to recalculate all the sensitivity coefficients, but usually the 
computational burden of this operation is not very large. This approach should result in a reasonable 
estimation of the fine group sensitivities as long as the neutron spectrum calculated in the RZ-model 
does not deviate strongly from the spectrum which would be calculated in the 3D-model if fine groups 
were used. 
It is common in a numerical calculation of sensitivities to calculate separately the contributions  
due to individual cross section perturbations  of individual isotopes, for each energy group in each 
calculational volume in the geometry, and later sum up the individual contributions to obtain the 
overall  of interest. Thus the reconstruction algorithm can be written for such an individual 
component in one calculational volume: 
    (8) 
In certain cases, one may not have access to the individual components for each calculational volume 
in the reactor, but rather only the integrated value over a large region of the reactor. In that case, one 
can still attempt to reconstruct the sensitivity coefficients by using 
         (9) 
where the tilde indicates that the quantities are either integrated over (a part of) the calculational 
geometry (perturbation components) or averaged over the same volume (fluxes). In short: in the flux 
reconstruction algorithm one reconstructs the fluxes, then calculates perturbation components using 
the reconstructed fluxes, with subsequent integration over space (and energy). In equation (9), one 
basically integrates the sensitivities over space first, and then attempts to reconstruct the sensitivity 
using fluxes averaged over the same space. This second approach will in general yield less accurate 
reconstructed sensitivities. On the other hand, the details of the calculational geometry are not 
required, and a much smaller amount of data processing is required to reconstruct the sensitivities. 
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Next, we consider the sensitivity of a reaction rate ratio. If the response R is a reaction rate calculated 
in large groups in the 3D-model, for example 
             (10) 
the corresponding expression for  becomes (see [2]): 
     (11) 
where  denotes the ``Generalized Adjoint"; this function is the solution of the equation: 
          (12) 
The perturbations of the operators in equation (11) can be due to  or , or other pieces of data 
appearing in the problem. Again a reconstruction can be performed. For the generalized adjoint, it is 
proposed to use: 
            (13) 
Thus, the generalized adjoint needs to be calculated in the RZ-model in fine and broad groups. Care 
should be taken with this reconstruction. The generalized adjoint has both positive and negative 
portions. Thus two problems may arise: 
(1) For a given broad group G, it may happen that . In that case, all reconstructed fluxes 
will be zero. Conversely, the situation may arise where . Reconstruction is then 
impossible. 
(2) Given that the fine group generalized adjoint has positive and negative portions, the broad group 
generalized adjoint fluxes could be very close to zero in some group G. The situation may then 
arise (due to numerical inaccuracy, roundoff error, etc) where  and  have opposite signs 
(but both with small magnitude). In that case care should be taken to preserve the correct sign 
from the 3D calculation in the reconstruction. 
 
A similar technique can be applied to responses in the form of a ratio of bilinear reaction rates. In all 
cases, one should consider the eigenvalue of the reactor. In all aforementioned perturbation formulas, 
the reactor eigenvalue  is present. In general, the calculated eigenvalues will be slightly different 
when the calculation is done with broad or fine groups. Thus, to avoid the need of calculating the 3D 
model in fine groups, it is needed to estimate . It is proposed to use: 
           (14) 
while at the same time  should not be very large. Finally, it should be noted that in order 
to reduce the error of the reconstruction, all the properties calculated in the RZ-model should have 
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very tight convergences. This can be especially problematic for the generalized forward and adjoint 
fluxes, because in practice these solutions are more prone to numerical errors. 
3. Numerical calculations and results 
In this section we present the results from some sample calculations. First the calculations for 
sensitivity reconstruction are discussed, followed by a discussion of the use of transport and diffusion 
theory for sensitivity calculations. All calculations have been performed with the ERANOS code 
system [3]. 
3.1. Sensitivity Reconstruction from broad to fine groups 
The calculational route is: 
(1) Cell calculations are performed in 33 groups and a cross section library is produced (“fine 
groups”). 
(2) The same cell calculations are done, but the cross sections are collapsed to 6 groups (“broad 
groups”). 
(3) A core calculation is done, using transport theory and an RZ-model of the reactor. Calculations 
are done in fine groups and broad groups. Both forward and adjoint flux solutions are 
calculated. 
(4) Sensitivity coefficients for keff are calculated in fine groups and broad groups. 
(5) Fine group sensitivity coefficients for keff  are reconstructed from the broad group sensitivities. 
For the forward fluxes the reconstruction is based on the fine and broad group fluxes from the 
cell calculation. The adjoint fluxes are reconstructed from the core calculations in adjoint mode 
for fine and broad groups. 
 
The reactor model is a medium-sized fast reactor, featuring sodium coolant, MOX fuel, and a  fuel 
composition similar to the Monju reactor, but the core is slightly larger (1250 MWth). It is noted here 
that the calculational route is not the same as presented in section 2. However, the major features of 
the reconstruction method are maintained. The sensitivities are reconstructed in two ways: 
 
(1) Sensitivities are calculated for 1 calculational volume in the reactor geometry. The 
reconstruction is based on equation (9). However, since only 1 spatial volume is used in the 
calculation, this reconstruction should be nearly equivalent to “flux-reconstruction” model of 
section 2.1 
(2) Sensitivities are calculated for those areas of the core containing the same material, and a 
reconstruction is made based on equation (9), but in this case the sensitivity coefficients have 
been integrated over space prior to the reconstruction. 
 
In all cases, the reconstructed sensitivities in 33 groups are compared to the sensitivity coefficients 
actually calculated using 33 groups. In all cases, the sensitivity of keff to the U-238 capture cross 
section is considered. In Figure 1 are given the results for sensitivity reconstruction in 1 computational 
volume of the geometry near the core center. As can be seen, the reconstructed sensitivities agree well 
with the actual fine group sensitivities, with maximum errors of the order of 10%, mainly in the low 
energy groups. This should not be a major issue, because the sensitivities in these groups are orders of 
magnitude smaller than in the high energy groups. 
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FIG. 1. Left: Fine group sensitivities (red) and reconstructed sensitivities (green). Right: error 
between actual fine group sensitivities and reconstruction. Reconstruction performed for a small 
calculational volume near the core center. Errors are large for low energies, but the sensitivity in 
these groups (above group 25) is very low. 
 
In Figure 2 are given the results for the reconstruction over the whole inner fuel region. It is expected 
that reconstruction will be less accurate, because here one integrates the sensitivity coefficients first 
over the core volume, and reconstructs afterwards using equation (9). The results are reasonable, with 
large deviations only in groups where sensitivities are small. 
 
 
FIG. 2. Left: Fine group sensitivities (red) and reconstructed sensitivities (green). Right: error 
between actual fine group sensitivities and reconstruction. Reconstruction performed the entire inner 
fuel region according to equation (9).  Errors are large for low energies, but the sensitivity in these 
groups (above group 25) is very low. 
 
In Figure 3 are given some results of sensitivity reconstruction for 1 computational volume in the 
radial blanket. This volume is situated axially near the top of the blanket (near the blanket / reflector 
interface), radially about halfway the radial blanket region. At this location, the actual 33 group 
spectrum differs from the 33 group spectrum used in the cell calculations, and thus equation (2) does 
not really apply, and reconstruction is expected to be poor. This is indeed reflected in the figure, where 
the errors are much larger than for the previously shown reconstruction. 
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FIG. 3. Left: Fine group sensitivities (red) and reconstructed sensitivities (green). Right: error 
between actual fine group sensitivities and reconstruction. Reconstruction performed for one 
calculational volume located in the radial blanket.  Errors are expected to be large for this 
reconstruction. Some groups are quite successfully reconstructed but it seems impossible to predict 
which groups are successfully reconstructe and which aren’t.  
 
The cell calculations for the radial blanket are based the spectrum of the neutrons leaking from the 
core. Thus, the spectrum used in the cell calculations and the actual 33 group spectrum will be almost 
equal near the core / blanket interface. Further away from the interface, the actual spectrum will 
deviate from that used in the cell calculations. But for the sensitivity, only the regions near the core 
will have a large contribution because the flux is large. Regions further away will not contribute as 
much. As a result, reconstruction is expected to be better if performed over the entire radial blanket. 
This is illustrated in Figure 4 where the reconstruction is performed for sensitivity coefficients for the 
entire radial blanket region. In this case, the errors are in fact smaller than in the reconstruction based 
on a single calculational volume in the radial blanket 
 
FIG. 4. Left: Fine group sensitivities (red) and reconstructed sensitivities (green). Right: error 
between actual fine group sensitivities and reconstruction. Reconstruction performed for the entire 
radial blanket.  As detailed in the text this reconstruction is expected to be more successful than the 
reconstruction for a small volume in the radial blanket. Indeed the errors in the present reconstruction 
are smaller than in the reconstruction of one small calculational volume. 
 
The error between the reconstructed fine group sensitivities and the real fine group sensitivities stems 
from two contributions. First, the forward fine group fluxes calculated in the RZ-model are generally 
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not the same as the forward forward group fluxes calculated in the cell calculation. This is especially 
true for calculation volumes near material boundaries, because the assumption made in the cell code of 
having an infinite repetition of similar cells is invalid. The second source of errors is the inconsistency 
between the fine group adjoint solution and the broad group adjoint solution. This inconsistency is a 
result of the way the adjoint solution is calculated (see the discussion in [2]). There is an innate limit to 
the potential accuracy of the reconstructed sensitivities. 
3.2. Sensitivities based on transport and diffusion calculations 
The authors have developed a calculational procedure to calculate sensitivities for several reactor 
types, based on transport or diffusion core calculations. In the present work, we focus on the 
sensitivity of the void coefficient. The theoretical details are omitted here. The calculations are based 
on the derivations in [4]. Three different reactor cores were simulated 
(1) A medium-sized sodium-cooled fast reactor, MOX fuel, thermal power 1250 MWth. The core 
has 2 enrichment zones, is surrounded on all sides by blankets. Core and blankets are 
surrounded by stainless steel shields (50% steel, 50% sodium by volume). The perturbation for 
this reactor is a complete void of the inner core. The void effect is positive ( ) 
(2) A reactor representative of Monju, i.e. sodium coolant, MOX fuel, thermal power 714 MWth. 
This core has 2 enrichment zones, blankets all around, and the total of core and blankets is 
surrounded by shields (50% stainless steel, 50% sodium by volume). The perturbation for this 
reactor is complete void of the inner core. The void effect is positive ( ) 
(3) A very small reactor, sodium-coolant, MOx fuel. The core has 1 enrichment zone, is 1.2 meter 
tall, but has a radius of only 40 centimeter. The core is surrounded by stainless steel shields 
(50% stainless steel, 50% sodium by volume). The perturbation is a complete void of the core. 
Because of the high-leakage configuration, the void effect is negative ( ). 
 
All calculations were done using an RZ-model of the reactor. Calculations were done using transport 
(S8) or diffusion calculations (BISTRO code in ERANOS). The sensitivity of the void effect to several 
isotopes and reactions was calculated, based on either transport or diffusion solutions of the forward 
and adjoint fluxes 
 
In Figure 5 is given the sensitivity of the void effect in the medium-sized reactor for the U-238 capture 
cross section as well as the corresponding error between “transport sensitivity” and “diffusion 
sensitivity”. A comment on the general shape of the sensitivity curve: for high energy (low group 
number) the sensitivity is negative. This can be explained as follows: upon voiding, the spectrum 
becomes harder. If the capture cross section were to increase in the high energy groups, capture would 
increase upon voiding, giving a smaller void effect (compared to the reference void effect). The 
reverse is true for the intermediate energy groups: upon voiding the fraction of neutrons at 
intermediate energy decreases, and thus the voided reactivity would be much higher than the non-
voided reactivity: a positive sensitivity. As can be seen, the error is generally small, except in groups 
where the sensitivities are small. Thus diffusion calculations would be acceptable for this type of 
reactor. 
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FIG. 5. Sensitivity of the void coefficient in the medium-sized reactor. Left: sensitivity coefficient; 
Right: Error between transport and diffusion calculations. For groups where the sensitivity is large 
the errors are generally small. Note the rather large errors in groups 12, 13, 18, and 29 sqq. All these 
groups have very small sensitivities. 
 
In Figure 6 is given the sensitivity of the void effect for the “Monju-like” reactor, and the error 
between diffusion and transport calculations. The results for U-238 capture (not shown in this paper) 
show the same general trend as in the medium-sized reactor. Here it was chosen to illustrate sensitivity 
to the presence of Pu-239 in the core. The overall sensitivity is negative. Since this reactor has a 
smaller volume than the medium-size reactor, the error between transport sensitivities and diffusion 
sensitivities is expected to be larger for this reactor. As shown in Figure 4, the errors are indeed larger, 
but still only on the order of a few percent, except for groups where the sensitivities are low. It is noted 
that a general trend of about -5% error for the diffusion calculations is found. Concluding: transport 
calculations yield the best results, but if an error of several percent on the sensitivity coefficients is 
acceptable, diffusion calculations can be used for this kind of configuration. 
 
FIG. 6. Sensitivity of the void coefficient in the “Monju-like” reactor. Left: sensitivity coefficient; 
Right: Error between transport and diffusion calculations. Note in this case a trend of about -5% of 
the error. Large errors occur in groups 13 and 18, but the corresponding sensitivities are very small.  
 
The small reactor is a high-leakage configuration, for which it may be assumed that diffusion theory is 
almost never adequate, especially under voided conditions. In Figure 7 is given the sensitivity of the 
void effect to the presence of Pu-239 as well as the error between diffusion and transport calculations. 
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The errors between the transport and diffusion sensitivities show a fairly constant error of about -20%. 
Thus for this kind of reactor transport calculations should be used in order to obtain accurate figures 
for the sensitivity coefficients. 
 
FIG. 7. Sensitivity of the void coefficient in the small reactor. Left: sensitivity coefficient; Right: Error 
between transport and diffusion calculations. Note that the shape of the sensitivity curve is opposite to 
that of the Monju-like reactor. This is caused by the fact that the void coefficient has an opposite sign 
in the small reactor. In this case a trend of about -20% of the error occurs. In group 11 a large error 
occurs, but the corresponding sensitivity is small.  
 
The conclusion of the present work is that sensitivity coefficients for the void effect should preferably 
be calculated using transport theory. If the reactor is “large enough” diffusion calculations can be 
accurate. It seems that for reactors with a size comparable to Monju diffusion calculations can give 
reasonable estimates of the sensitivity coefficients for the void effect 
4. Conclusions and future work 
In this paper two topics in sensitivity theory were discussed: reconstruction of fine group sensitivities 
from broad group sensitivities, and quality of sensitivity coefficients for the void effect if either 
transport or diffusion theory is used to calculate the forward and adjoint fluxes.  
For the sensitivity reconstruction, a theoretical derivation has led to an expression which could be used 
to calculate fine group sensitivities after a reconstruction from the forward and adjoint broad group 
fluxes. It was shown that this expression can be simplified somewhat to yield a simple “correction 
factor” to reconstruct a fine group sensitivity from a broad group sensitivity coefficient. This formula 
is only applicable to sensitivities involving a single cross section. An example calculation has shown 
that this formula leads to reconstructed sensitivities which are reasonable estimates of the real fine 
group sensitivities. The more general method based on flux reconstruction is yet to be tested. This will 
be the subject of future work. 
As for the sensitivity of the void coefficient, it was shown by calculations that as expected, diffusion 
calculations yield erroneous sensitivities for small, high-leakage systems. However, for larger systems, 
the difference between the transport and diffusion sensitivities generally decreases, and is negligible 
for most practical purposes for reactor of the size of Monju or larger. 
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